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Business, school, college, community leaders, and elected officials, met for nearly three hours at The Richard 
Stockton College of New Jersey, as a “roundtable” on the topic of college value. The meeting was supported, in 
part, by a grant from the Educational Testing Service (ETS) Center for Advocacy and Philanthropy, to the 
Stockton Center for Higher Education Strategic Information and Governance (HESIG), as well as by the 
President’s Strategic Initiative Fund, and the William J. Hughes Center for Public Policy. Important project 
guidance was provided by HESIG’s Policy Steering Council, and Office of the New Jersey Secretary of Higher 
Education.  HESIG deeply appreciates the generosity of Roundtable participants (appended) who took time from 
busy schedules to attend this meeting. 

Entitled “Finding Solutions, Building Public Trust in an Era of Change,” the purpose of the grant project is to 
identify practical solutions to enhance college affordability, accountability and value, especially to increase 
educational achievement for New Jersey’s diverse emerging student population, and to build partnerships to 
achieve this goal. Roundtable participants were not asked to reach consensus, but instead to provide candid 
advice about defining college value (“return on investment”) in terms broader than economic payoff, such as 
employment and prospects for incr



4. In addition to colleges’ stronger cooperation with K-12 education, closer collaboration is required among 
four-year and two-year colleges, recognizing the special role of community colleges’ missions regarding 
open access to education, training, and community service. 

5. Colleges should continue efforts to reform traditional “place and time-bound” delivery of education, by 
creating a closer fit between curricula, students, business and community needs. Specifically, 
suggestions included: 

a. Reduce time to degree, for example by reducing some required course credits; 

b. Re-examine general education requirements to rebalance the relationship between subject 
content- knowledge and developmental skills; 

c. Involve business and nonprofit organizations more to help develop educational content, internship 
experiences, and to structure expectations about desired outcomes; 

d. Measure college outcomes in terms of both design and performance standards, outcomes 
competencies, and private and public benefit; 

e. Stick to educational and business practices that enhance and improve the college core 
educational mission; 


